Our prophetic interpretation of the inheritance of the tribes of Israel is (after 1917): Ephraim is United States, Manasseh is Great Britain and Gilead is all the former colonies loyal to the crown - the British Commonwealth.

CANADA is the chief colony loyal to the crown by merit of her vast domain. Canada, like Gilead, is a wilderness with few inhabitants compared to her size. Australia is similar in geography - she shares in some of this prophecy too.

What does the Scripture say concerning Gilead (Canada)?

Hosea 6:8 'Gilead is a city of them that work iniquity, and is polluted with blood.'

Hosea 12:11 'Is there iniquity in Gilead? Surely they are vanity: they sacrifice bullocks in Gilgal; yea, their altars are as heaps in the furrows of the fields.'

Canada likes to think of itself as a moral beacon, a shining light. Our cities are swept clean. People of different cultures get along. Crime is declining. Wealthy provinces transfer funds to poor provinces. Everyone has medical coverage.

'Is there iniquity in Gilead?'

Wake up you deluded dreamers - your country is full of sin!

Gilgal is actually located in Benjamin - on the other side of the River Jordan from Gilead. Gilgal is famous for a mass circumcision [Joshua 5] - EVERY MAN IN PAIN IN HIS PRIVATES!

(Note: territories East of the Jordan represent prophecy PRIOR to 1917, territories West of the Jordan after 1917. So Hosea is speaking prophetically of the historic British colonies in the last days - after 1917. The Balfour Declaration in Nov. 1917 changed everything.)

According to our interpretation Benjamin represents the modern state of Israel - the land which today is composed predominantly of the atheist apostate remnant of Judaism. {There is a strong link between the government and the strictly orthodox Jews}
There are so many ways in which the few words of Hosea apply profoundly to the modern state of Canada in these last days.

First of all Canada has become a rabid champion of the modern state of Israel. For example Prime Minister Harper traveled to Israel and expressed these words to the Knesset:

"Through fire and water, Canada will stand with you,"

The Harper government is looking at ways to make it illegal in Canada to boycott Israel on the basis of hate laws.

Verily, Gilead sacrifices on altars in Benjamin!

Maybe this is not so shocking considering the Jewish people in Canada.

Canada has 8 cities with higher than 10% Jewish population. Australia has 10. The U.S. has 5. France has 2.

There is another sense in which Canada [likely Australia too] sacrifices on altars in Benjamin. Canada is very much the mirror of Benjamin - predominately atheist and apostate - except Canadian apostasy is from Christian religion.

A glance at the data show the historic Christian faith withering:

**Canada**

1991 - 45% Catholic 35% Protestant 12% Atheist  
2001 - 43% Catholic 29% Protestant 17% Atheist  
2011 - 39% Catholic 17% Protestant 24% Atheist  

Atheism has doubled in 20 years to 24%. Historic Christian faiths have dropped from 89% to 56% of the population - soon to be a minority.

In comparison America in 2014 is 71% Protestant and 21% Catholic. Atheists are a tiny fraction of the U.S.

"Gilead.. is polluted with blood'. How so in Canada?

Recently in Canada there was a Truth and Reconciliation commission which has demonstrated 'cultural genocide' upon first nation peoples. Not only were native children taken from their parents and put in residential schools - but many boys were sodomised. In some residential schools the death rate of children was similar to troop loss rates in the Second World War.

Canada legalized abortion in 1969 in cases where the health of the woman was in danger. By 1982 there were 66,000 legal abortions per year in Canada. In 1991 courts in Canada determined the fetus has no legal status as a person. In 1998 there were 97,254 abortions in Canada.

The prophet is right on the mark. But there is more...

'surely they are vanity: they sacrifice bullocks in Gilgal'
Here is the sense of it - from God's perspective - Canada is a nation with no spiritual strength - no glory to God - 'a vanity'.

What is a bullock? That is a male cattle. When the prophet says 'they sacrifice bullocks' what he means is males in Canada are dispensable - but the woman must thrive at all costs.

Bashan is Great Britain - the kingdom ruled by Queens (see our paper on Great Britain). Well, Canada will take that a step further.

Decades ago governments in Canada began affirmative action programs to ensure the advancement of women not on the basis of merit but on the basis of gonads. Qualified men were pushed aside from careers so that women could fill important roles and governments could win approval from liberal voters.

Divorce in Canada is no contest. The woman can just decide – it’s over - give me half of all you are worth and a pension for the privilege of knowing me for a while. See ya!

Political parties are gravitating to women leaders - and all four of the most populous provinces are governed by women or have recently been governed by women.

From the atheist apostate perspective it makes sense to grant women their every wish and to deny men. According to politically correct thought men have historically oppressed women and therefore government must take action to right the wrongs.

God sees things differently. Man has God-given authority to lead his family, to provide for his wife and children, and to protect them from all the evil that is in the world that might harm them.

When manhood is sacrificed on the altar of atheism - the nation will soon fall apart.

Men will not sign up to fight wars to defend a country that emasculates them.

Men will not start families in which women have the power to divorce them on a whim and take half their lifetime earnings - men will choose serial fornication instead.

Children born to fornication will be bastards - no father to lovingly discipline them. Spurred on by lack of submission in their mothers - they will hate their father and see them as persecutors.

'yea, their altars are as heaps in the furrows of the fields.'

Every altar a heap - in other words - no respect for anyone or anything. Governments - which started this whole thing - will not be able to control a population that disrespects all authority.

'...furrows of the fields'

The ground, the foundation ripped up, nothing sown but weeds.
The national anthem of Canada reads thus:

_**O Canada!**_
_**Our home and native land!**_
_**True patriot love in all thy sons command.**_

The prophets say this will be Canada in the Last Days:

_No sons_ (all sacrificed on atheist altars).
_No patriot love_ (all authority detested).
_No home_ (nuclear family disappears)
_No native land_ (chaos in the streets)

Woe Canada!

Now, would you believe this?

Joshua 5 - which is the story of the mass circumcision of men at Gilgal - is the 192nd chapter of the Bible.

The spiritual number 192 means 'Nation of Jewish Believers'!